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Acces s ibility makes experiences more crucial to luxury. Image credit: Bloomingdale's

By SARAH RAMIREZ

NEW YORK As luxury goods and experiences become more accessible, elevated moments can help brands foster
emotional connections with consumers.

During a presentation at Luxury FirstLook 2020 on Jan. 15, an executive from McCann T ruth Central discussed the
explosion in premiumization as luxury codes have infiltrated the mass market. With this evolution, privacy is
becoming one luxury that cannot be easily replicated.
"Everyone evokes different imagery [of luxury] in their head," said Nadia T uma-Weldon, senior vice president and
lead - global luxury practice, McCann T ruth Central. "Luxury can be intangible things like time or freedom, or luxury
could be a very beautiful handbag.
"Now people of sorts of socioeconomic background can access things like beautiful design or great service," she
said. "People start to see luxury in different ways."
T he presentation was based on McCann's survey of more than 32,000 global consumers.

Luxury FirstLook 2020 was produced by Luxury Daily, with venue sponsor UBS
Personalizing moments
Contemporary luxury is less exclusive and more accessible than in the past, particularly among younger affluents.
According to Ms. T uma-Weldon, subscription and rental services are the leading contributors to the democratization
of luxury. For instance, Rent the Runway gives consumers access to couture while Classpass allows members to
enroll in boutique fitness classes traditionally for a flat monthly fee.
More than 70 percent of millennial and Gen Z consumers are open to renting trendy, well-crafted goods, per JLL.
About 13 percent of all consumers are willing to rent clothing or home furnishings (see story).
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Perhaps as a result of the wide range of subscription services available, most consumers including affluents would
be willing to exclusively use such services for purchases, per findings from McCann.
T his trend, along with the growing ubiquity of omnichannel technology, has created an environment where
consumers are always shopping. With buying becoming both more effortless and impersonal, it is now more
valuable for brands to forge emotional connections with their consumers through elevated moments.
Elevated moments are small but memorable and can enhance consumer experiences or inject significance or joy
into routine activities. T hese could range from handwritten notes from a sales associate to stocking a private flight
with a client's favorite snacks and beverages.
"Moments don't need to have anything to do with the price point or craftsmanship [of luxury brands]," Ms. T umaWeldon said.
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Personalization often plays a role in these moments.
A recent report from Boston Retail Partners found that personalizing consumers' retail experiences can lead to
loyalty and increased spending.
Contemporary consumers expect more individualized communications and interactions with retailers, with 59
percent saying that personalization impacts their purchasing decisions. Identifying and appealing to shoppers with
relevant offers or communications can help to establish a relationship between consumer and brand (see story).
In an example from the hospitality space, Berkshire Hathaway-owned NetJets personalizes its owner experience
before takeoff, assigning every client a personal service number and encouraging its services teams to build
relationships with each owner. Each NetJets flight is carefully customized to each owner's preferences, often
involving stocking the cabin with their favorite drinks, snacks and magazines for every flight (see story).
Data, privacy and luxury
Perceptions about privacy are also changing. Consumers, particularly affluents, are becoming conscious about their
privacy.
However, more than three-quarters of affluents believe stores care more about their data than their experience.

Data can be used to enhance consumer experiences, but Ms. T uma-Weldon explained that most brands take what
she described as a transactional, unbalanced approach. In these scenarios, a luxury brand may use customer data
often gleaned from loyalty programs to personalize promotions or product recommendations.
In an efficiency situation, a brand uses data to make an experience easier. Nordstrom's T runk Club or Stitch Fix
exemplify this as they use data for their personalized shopping services.
More balanced uses of data help consumers feel a sense of belonging or self-actualization.
Brands should work to offer something of value, such as access to personal digital wishlists, to convince
consumers to give up their data.
During a presentation at LuxeCX/AMCX 2019 last fall, a principal from IBM shared examples of how luxury brands
have changed their strategies based on customer data. T he evolving retail environment has led to a wealth of data,
but brands often need guidance and the right tools to best interpret the data and implement their findings.
Quantitative data can help brands make better decisions, but it is important that the data is high quality. T his is a timeconsuming process, requiring removal of duplicate information and more (see story).
Meanwhile, consumers are increasingly becoming aware of the value of their personal data, leading them to be
more discerning about how they share their data with organizations and marketers.
Generation Z and millennial consumers are the most aware of ways companies can monetize their data, according
to A.T . Kearney's "Insights on Personal Data Privacy, Usage and Monetization" report. T here is also growing interest
among consumers to use brokers or agents to personally address data concerns (see story).
"Loyalty is not a points program, it's an ecosystem," McCann T ruth Central's Ms. T uma-Weldon said. "It's a way you
build a relationship with your people."
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